
PREMIUM

Wishes bring riches in this Multi-Level Progressive that combines the popular 
perceived persistence feature with the proven Lock and Respin bonus. Players can 
trigger the Mystery of the Lamp™ Bonus with any combination of one to three active 
features. Each feature summons the magic genie and powers up the bonus experience. 
The magic really happens when multiple features work together to generate huge wins! 
PREMIUM   PROGRESSIVES   PREMIUM MLP

Two Unique Base GamesCombining Bonus Features

Powerful Lock and RespinPerceived Persistence
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Game Details
Line/Ways Configuration 50/25/5 paylines
Payback Percentages 87%, 88%, 89%, 90%, 91%, 92%, 93%, 94%
Graduating Payback %? (Yes/No) No
Minimum Bet 80 credits
Cost to Cover All Paylines & Bonuses (credits) 80 credits

Maximum Bet
400 credits for $0.01 and $0.02 denoms
200 credits for $0.05 and $0.10 denoms 
40 credits for $1 and $2 denoms

Configurable Maximum Bet (Yes/No) No
Top Award (with 1 Credit Bet Per Payline) $10,000
Maximum Liability 1,802,245 credits 

Feature Frequency with 
Maximum Lines/Ways Played*

75 games for $0.01 and $0.02 denoms
71 games for $0.05 and $0.10 denoms
65 games for $1 and $2 denoms

Bonus Hit Rate Frequent: Every 50 – 100 games
Overall Volatility (1-6) 6
Multi-Denomination (Yes/No) Yes 
Forced/EZ Bet Available? (Yes/No/Only) Yes
Cabinet Compatibility PeakCurve™49
Platform Ascent™

Notes

Every gem symbol in the base game 
builds up perceived persistence genie 
bottles and can trigger the Mystery 
of the Lamp Bonus with one to three 
features active. Each active feature 
powers up Lock and Respin bonus 
play.

Any bonus triggered with only Ignite 
or Double (Treasure Oasis), Boost 
or Collect (Enchanted Palace), or 
both features active can be upgraded 
during bonus play. Inactive gem 
feature symbols appearing on the 
bonus reels may activate their feature 
for the duration of the bonus.

The Mystery of the Lamp Bonus is 
played with 30 independent reels 
when the Jackpot feature is active, 
giving players more locations to 
collect gem symbols and power up 
the bonus. Players collect icons for 
chances to win all jackpot levels. Maxi, 
Minor, and Mini jackpots can be 
awarded multiple times!
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* Approximation only
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